Tired of fumbling with all of these?

One Uni-Grip does it all!

Do an entire FMX with just one Uni-Grip.

Introducing the first and only disposable sensor holder that does it all — anterior, posterior and bitewings! One per patient is all you need.

Universal • Accommodates ANY #1 or #2 sensor
Easy • Attaches to any sensor in seconds
Fast • Reposition bitepiece in a moment
Accurate • Color-coded channels ensure correct positioning
Comfortable • Compact size and rounded edges are easy on the patient
Convenient • No autoclaving — simply discard when procedure is done.
Economical • One Uni-Grip will perform an entire procedure.

55-0050 Uni-Grip Kit for Digital Sensors (50 Uni-Grips + 50 sensor sleeves)
55-0100 Uni-GripAR Positioning Arm & Ring for Uni-Grip Radiography Holders
55-0250 Uni-Grip™ Combo Kit for Digital Sensors (2 55-0050 kits + 1 55-0100 Uni-GripAR)

Uni-Grip™ AR
Positioning Arm and Ring for all Uni-Grips

Accurately align your x-ray cone with the universal Uni-GripAR positioning arm and ring for Uni-Grip holders.

• Works with either style Uni-Grip
• Color-coded for quick assembly for any position
• Lightweight for patient comfort
• Fully autoclavable

For Digital Sensors
One Uni-Grip does it all!

Do an entire FMX with just one Uni-Grip.

Introducing the first and only disposable film and phosphor plate holder that does it all — anterior, posterior and bitewings! One per patient is all you need.

**Universal** • Accommodates ANY #1 or #2 film or phosphor plate

**Easy** • Attaches in seconds

**Fast** • Reposition bitepiece in a moment

**Accurate** • Channels with color coding ensure correct positioning

**Comfortable** • Compact size and rounded edges are easy on the patient

**Convenient** • No autoclaving — simply discard when procedure is done

**Economical** • One Uni-Grip will perform an entire procedure

---

55-0055 Uni-Grip™ for Film and Phosphor Plates (50 pcs.)
55-0100 Uni-Grip™ AR Positioning Arm & Ring for Uni-Grip Radiography Holders
55-0255 Uni-Grip™ Combo Kit for Film and Phosphor Plates (2 55-0055 kits + 1 55-0100 Uni-GripAR)

---

Uni-Grip™ AR
Positioning Arm and Ring for all Uni-Grips

Accurately align your x-ray cone with the universal Uni-GripAR positioning arm and ring for Uni-Grip holders.

- Works with either style Uni-Grip
- Color-coded for quick assembly for any position
- Lightweight for patient comfort
- Fully autoclavable